A tribute to the old and beautiful
DC lamp series by Michael Waltersdorff
When mixing industrial design, aesthetics and elegance together, the
outcome can be really beautiful. At least if you see our new lamp serie from
D.C.
D.C is a tribute to the great design made back in 1907, also known among
”The World’s Most Beautiful Train Stations”. in Washington D.C., U.S.A and is
one of our most promising collection this year.
It is in the details
With the hand made oakwood, polished aluminium buttoms and matt paintet steel shade,
D.C casts a warm and glarefree ambient light
that makes the surrondings in your home look
beautiful.
It is much more than a lamp
The design stands out, with its minimalistic
rounded shape and aluminium buttons. The
handmade oakwood strap is designed to
make the steel shade adjustable - including
the pendants, wich gives you endless of possibilities, making the light suitable and fit in
any room or any occasion.
The colors are thoroughly choosen and
makes it easy to fit in a classic or traditionel
home.
The D.C lamp serie is available in pendants,
tablelamps, or floorlamps in many different
sizes. The shade colors are white or black
matt steel.

Halo Design
Halo Design is functional lighting founded on
almost 25 years of experience, and an equal passion for technology, knowledge and
aesthetics. Halo Design was started by Michael Waltersdorff, who at the age of 18 founded the company Halo Design based on a
very democratic idea: creating lighting based
on modern technology and functional design
solutions that everyone can relate to. Michael
Waltersdorff is still as entrepreneurial and
fascinated by light today as he was back then,
with a passion for lamps where the consumer
has a say in relation to the lighting and a passion for materials and alternative methods for
expressing the quality of the material.

